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Aspects in Astrology: Sacred Geometry 
Instructors: Jessica DiRuzza, MFT 

Travis DiRuzza, PhD 
 

Let no one enter here who knows not geometry.  
–inscription above the door at Plato’s Academy 

 

Course Zoom link for each week’s class: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81960787308 

Meeting ID: 819 6078 7308 
 

Sundays, February 26th through April 2nd, 12-3PM EST 
 

Travis@TrustPsyche.com for course questions, comments, and technical support 
 

Course Page: TrustPsyche.com/Aspects-Course-Page 
for class videos, assignments, and supplemental materials 

You will have permanent access to the course videos and materials 
 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81960787308
mailto:Travis@TrustPsyche.com
http://trustpsyche.com/Aspects-Course-Page
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Course Description 
This 6-week co-taught course covers in depth the meaning of the 5 major aspects in 
astrology, also known as the Ptolemaic aspects: conjunction, opposition, square, trine, 
and sextile. We promise to breathe new life into this traditional topic. One-half of each 
class will be devoted to a deep dive into the interpretation and clinical manifestations 
of a single major aspect as Jessica has seen in her 15+ years of astrological counseling. 
In the other half of each class, Travis offers a specific approach for understanding all 
the aspects together—through number, history, geometry, harmony, and cosmology. 
We study how to understand the aspects in the birth chart, personal transits, and world 
transits. We also explore the meaning of major aspect patterns such as the T-square, 
grand cross, grand trine, Star of David or grand sextile, yod, kite, and mystic rectangle. 
Additionally, we go into the meaning of the minor aspects: the quincunx, semi-square, 
and sesquiquadrate, as well as the quintile and septile. 
 
 
Learning Objectives 

• To explore the 5 major aspects in their embodied qualities and manifestations. 
• To examine the 5 major aspects in their mathematical, historical, geometrical, 

musical, cosmological, and archetypal contexts. 
• To understand the impact of specific aspects within our own natal chart and 

those of others, as well as in personal and world transits. 
• To learn the minor aspects alongside a brief theory of harmonics 
• To learn the major aspects patterns and their meanings. 
• To learn to tell time -- by reading the hands of the moment, by narrating the 

state of the anima mundi, by understanding aspects within cycles of time. 
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• Planets in Therapy, by Greg Bogart 
• Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans: A Brief History, by Charles Kahn 
• Pythagorean Tarot, by John Opsopaus 
• The Fifth Hammer, by Daniel Heller-Roazen 

 
Reading List of Recommended Astrological Texts for further study 
 
One-on-One Astrological Mentoring and Consultation 
Travis is available for mentoring sessions to help guide your astrological study, answer 
your questions, and give feedback on your work. Travis also offers readings to clarify 
and deepen your understanding of your natal chart, transits, and astrology as a whole. 
Please email him at Travis@TrustPsyche.com or visit his website to schedule a session. 
 
To work with Jessica DiRuzza, please see her current offerings. 
 
The practice of astrology and the experience of Trust Psyche courses are psychoactive. 
It is important to have a support system in place while you go through this course. 
 
Stay connected to Trust Psyche! 

• Sign up for our newsletter at TrustPsyche.com 
• Subscribe to our YouTube channel 
• Listen to the Trust Psyche podcast 
• Follow us on Instagram @trust.psyche 

 
  

https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Reading-List-of-Astrology-Books.pdf
https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Reading-List-of-Astrology-Books.pdf
mailto:Travis@TrustPsyche.com
http://travisdiruzza.com/astrology
http://trustpsyche.com/workwithme
http://trustpsyche.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-8NRgu_VWP6StPzo7s1Ew
https://open.spotify.com/show/6dMuivJXcr4o45O6g5AfG4?si=tNcxUol-QWOWfOQuAjRuKw&dl_branch=1
http://instagram.com/trust.psyche
http://instagram.com/trust.psyche
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Course Topics and Reading Assignments 
*All assignments are to be completed for the day they are assigned. Refer to the 
course page for more details on the assignments. 
*Bring your natal chart and StarChronicle to class each week  
 
 
Week 1 – Conjunctions and Numerology 
• Welcome: Setting council space of safe and creative container  
• Introduction to class: logistics, pedagogy, syllabus 
• SkyWatch guide for our class duration 
• StarChronicle & Sky MagicK 
• Why we want to teach this course for the field and practice of astrology  
• Define aspects & sacred geometry 
• The Quadrivium: sacred number, geometry, harmony & cosmology 
• Interpretive levels: Psychological, Personality, Ego, Soul, Relational, Emotional, and 

Karmic  
 
• Interpretative meaning of the conjunction 

o Distinguish between hard/dynamic and soft/harmonious aspects 
• Mathematical –  

o Sacred Arithmetic: number itself 
o Pythagoras & Pythagorean quality of number 
o 5 major aspects interpreted through Pythagorean numerology 

 
Assignment:  

• Watch the StarChronicle & Sky MagicK instruction videos 
• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 
• SkyMagick assignment 
• Optional: On the class bulletin board share any or all of the following: your 

name, where you’re from, something about yourself, what drew you to this 
class, and/or your intention for our time together. 
 

 
Week 2 – Oppositions & History 
• Historical –  

o History of aspects I: Sumer, Mesopotamia & early Hellenistic 
▪ Sumerian/Mesopotamian origin of significance of conjunctions & 

oppositions 
▪ Mesopotamian origin of exaltations coordinated to 

solstitial/equinoctial qualities → 
▪ Logic of exaltation 

https://trustpsyche.com/aspects-course-page/
https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf
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o The oppositional basis of the Zodiac 
▪ Origin of Zodiac → 12 new moons 
▪ Rulership scheme grounded in seasonal warmth vs. cold 

o Oppositions vs. Masculine/Feminine signs as 2 forms of twoness 
• Interpretative meaning of the opposition 
 
Assignment: 

• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 
• SkyMagick assignment 

 
 
Week 3 – Trines & Geometry 
• Interpretative meaning of the trine 
• Geometrical –  

o Sacred Geometry: number in space 
o Spatial quality of the angles 
o 5 major aspects interpreted through geometry  
o History of aspects II: Hellenistic aspect doctrine 

▪ Masculine/Feminine sign dyads & the Sextile 
▪ Trine: from triplicity rulers to elements 
▪ Square: cardinal seasons 
▪ Aversion 
▪ Ptolemy & Porphyry’s logics of exaltation 

 

Assignment:  
• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 
• SkyMagick assignment 

 

 

Week 4 – Squares & Harmony 
• Musical –  

o Sacred Periodicity: number in time 
o Harmonic series & Pythagoras 
o 5 major aspects interpreted through period and harmony 
o Not all squares are created equally: varieties of sign-based squares 

• Interpretative meaning of square (waxing & waning) 
o Out of sign aspects and how to read them 

 

Assignment:  
• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 

https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf
https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf
https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf
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• SkyMagick assignment 
 
 
Week 5 – Sextiles, Minor Aspects & Cosmology 
• Interpretive meaning of the sextile & minor aspects 
• Cosmological –  

o Sacred Cosmology: astrology as number in space & time 
o Kepler and the Musical Universe: Harmony of the Spheres 
o The Theory of Harmonics: Kepler & Addey 
o 5 major aspects & minor aspects interpreted through harmonics 
o Minor aspects: Kepler & modern approaches 
o Rudhyar & the Lunation Cycle 

 

Assignment:  
• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 
• SkyMagick assignment 

 
 
Week 6 – Major Aspect Patterns & A New Archetypal Approach 
• Archetypal –  

o Aspects & relationship as the grounding principle of the entire astrological 
edifice → 

o Using the archetypal lens to reconstruct the aspect doctrine, the 12-sign 
zodiac and its qualities & the equal house system and its topics, on the basis 
of harmonics, and their application to the solstices/equinoxes & ascendent. 

• Interpretive meaning of Major Aspect Patterns 
o List all major aspects patterns 
o Define grand-cross, grand-trine, grand-sextile, yod, mystic rectangle, kite 
o Qualities of the aspect patterns 

 
Assignment: 

• Track the SkyWatch Guide for this week 
• StarChronicle Entries 
• SkyMagick assignment 

 
 
 
 
 

https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf
https://trustpsyche.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SkyWatch-Guide2.pdf

